
NearHub Monitor Arm 

Designed to Move with You

More Energet ic .  
More Product ive .  
Ergonomic Heal th ier !

OPL-MS-001



Kill Feature

Ergonomic Comfort for You
Monitor Arm MS-001 is the innovative monitor arm, 
allowing the user to effortlessly position their screen 
at the ideal height, angle and distance for the best 
possible viewing experience and posture.

Perfect Space Saver
Free up valuable desk space with Monitor Arm MS-
001. Comes with the cable management parts, 
neatly contained along the full length of the monitor 
arm to keep your workspace tidy and organized.

Robust Support Than Ever
Simply pulling, compressing, and rotating the gas 
spring, users can adjust the height and angle of 
the arm with one hand at breeze, allowing them 
to adapt to different work scenarios or personal 
preferences.

Completely tool-less installation
Monitor Arm MS-001 is designed to be easy to set 
up, manage and use, without the need for tools. 
Mount the base, fit the arm and latch on the Vesa. 
Three separate parts from the box means faster cost-
effective project completions. Fine-tune every setting 
by hand and never waste time looking for tools.



     Brand      NearHub

     Model Number      OPL-MS-001

     Type      Articulating monitor arm

     Material      Aluminium & Steel & Plastics

     Surface Process      Main body: plastic spraying, C-clamp: plating

     Color      Main body: Black,  Upper arm decorative plastic parts: White

     Screen Size Support       ≤ 32''

     Capacity      ≤ 19.8 lb    ≤ 9 kg

     Lift      17.7 in

     Extend      21.3 in

     Tilt      +90° ~-45°

     Pan      180°

     Rotation       360°

     Vesa       75*75 & 100*100mm

     Warranty      5 years

     Desk Thickness      0.39" to 2.6"

     Package Weight       5.18lb

     Package Dimensions       15.6”(W)x7.87”(H)x3.54”(D)"

Feature

Maximum 32'' 
screen supported

Maximum 
weight 19.8 lb

180° level flip

Maximum lift 17.7 in

360° rotation Up to 5 years 
warranty

Maximum extend 
21.3 in

Tilt Angle +90° ~-45°

Vesa size 75*75 & 
100*100mm

Desk thickness 
0.39" to 2.6"

Product Tech Spec
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